This paper describes Hidden Markov Model and its application in natural language process, first introduces the basic concept of Hidden Markov Model, then introduces the three basic issues and the basic algorithm to solve the problems, finally gives the demonstration of the application of Chinese part-of-speech tagging and speech recognition via Hidden Markov Model.
INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov Model is the mathematical statistical model which is used to describe the statistical characteristics of random process; it is developed by the Markov chain. For the actual problem is more complex than the description of Markov chain model, the observed events is not corresponding to the status one-to-one, but related through a set of probability distribution, that model is Hidden Markov Model. It is a double random process, one of which is the Markov Chain; it describes the status transition probability. What another random process described is the statistics relationship between status and observation value., The observers perceive the existence and characteristics of hidden status, to form "hidden" Markov Model through the observation value . Hidden Markov Model in the 1970s in speech recognition field attained great success, after that it is widely applied in each domain of natural language processing, which becomes the important method of natural language processing based on statistics; it is one of important achievements in last century in the field of statistics natural language processing.
Hidden Markov Model is a quintuple group: In this paper, section 2 brings forward three fundamental questions of HMM; section 3 presents the basic application of HMM in speech tagging; section 4 presents the application of HMM in speech recognition, and the related algorithms are also introduced, in the section 5, the conclusion is obtained, HMM is not only widely used in natural language processing, but also has already been used in many other areas, , , , ,
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, then HMM can solve the three following fundamental questions:
Problem (1), based on a given observation sequence, the probability algorithm of forward probability can be solved, making observation sequence appearing before T moment to extrapolate the probability of some observation value at current moment T.
Calculation algorithm can be used for forward probability: forward variable is defined
, which is the observed probability of O t ≤ at t moment arrive status i q .
Initialize:
Backward probability algorithm: backward and forward probability algorithms are very similar, backward variables are defined as
The calculation algorithm of backward probability is:
( ) ( )
After defining the forward probability, backward probability and their algorithms, the output probability P(O) can be calculated as
Problem (2), an observation sequence is given; according to the existing Hidden Markov Model, a status sequence with the largest probability is found. For HMM, some observation sequence O seen from outside is not the only one inside the system corresponding to the status sequence Q, but different sequences of status Q will produce different probability of O. The task of biggest status sequence is to look for the most likely status sequence Q according to the system's observation sequence, which makes the chance of producing O become the biggest. To solve the problem the most common method is Veterbi algorithm.Veterbi is a kind of deformation of dynamic programming algorithm, the summary is presented as follows: ( )
From this the best status sequence of ( ) P O λ can be obtained:
Problem ( 
THE APPLICATION OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL IN PART-OF-SPEECH TAGGING

Principle of Part-of-speech Tagging
Hidden Markov Model in natural language processing in the beginning is used in Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging. In partof-speech tagging, part-of-speech sequence is equivalent to the status sequence hidden in HMM, because part-of-speech sequence is hidden before mark, it is the goal of need to be solved, the given word string is the sequence of observation symbols and the known condition before mark. If the partof-speech tagging problem model is regarded as a HMM, the set of part-of-speech tagging is determinate (the status number of HMM is determinate), each word corresponding to part-ofspeech is also determinate, in the dictionary, every word has a definite one or several part-of-speech tags.
In HMM, part-of-speech tagging problem can be expressed as: in a given word sequence (observation value) ( ) 
In part-of-speech tagging, W is given, P(W) does not rely on T, therefore in the calculation of P(T|W), P(W) needs not to be considered, meanwhile applying the joint probability formula ( ) ( ) ( )
. further application is being done by the probability multiplication formula is doing, there is ( ) ( ) ( ) 
In the expression,
What needs to point out is the above model reflects in ideal condition is the probability distribution of related part-of-speech tagging, but for the estimated parameters space is too big, the model can not actually be calculated. Therefore, in the actual part-of-speech tagging, the model usually needs to be simplified to reduce the parameter space. Thus some independence hypotheses are introduced (that is Markov assumption) as follows:
The emergence of i t part-of-speech tags only depends on limited prior N-1 part-of-speech tagging, that is N-POS model.
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After the above assumptions, a HMM with N-1 order of part-of-speech tagging can be obtained: In the large-scale corpus, according to law of large number, the expression can be obtained, table and frequency table of 
THE APPLICATION OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL IN SPEECH RECOGNITION
In the 1980s, J.K.Baker of CMU university applied the HMM to speech recognition field, in the speech recognition it achieves great success, and becomes the main method of speech recognition.
According to the introduction of the hidden markov model principle, we known it is a double random process in speech recognition, these two random processes commonly describe the statistical properties of the speech signal, one is an implicit stochastic process that uses markov chain with finite state number to analog voice signal change, and the other is an observation vector random process which is closely associated with each state of markov chain. So a certain period of characteristics of speech and time-varying signals are described by corresponding state observation ISSN: 1992-8645 www.jatit.org E-ISSN: 1817-3195 symbol of stochastic process, and the change of signal at any time is described by transfer probability of hidden markov chain.
Based on hidden markov model, a speech recognition algorithm count based on a large number of speech data, and establishes the recognition statistical model, then extracts features from voice for identification, measures the similarity through comparision with the model, and outputs the recognition result which is the category of highest similarity model. In general, hidden markov model constitutes a speech recognition system or speaker ' s recognition system, which needs to solve three basic problems.
The Calculation Of Observing Output
Probability ( | ) Definition 1 Forward probability uses observation sequence before T moment to calculate the probability of an observed value at current time T, that is,vusing the probability of 1 α .
Forward probability calculation algorithm is:
(2)Recursion: After defined forward probability、backward probability and their algorithms, observation output probability ( | ) P o λ is easy to be obtained:
The Search Of Best State Sequence
For HMM system, some sequence O observed from external is not the only one in the internal system corresponding to state sequence Q, but the probability of different Q producing O is not the same. The searching task of best status sequence is looking for the most likely state sequence Q according to the system output O, making the possibility of state sequence to produce O become the maximum. The commonly used algorithm is Viterbi algorithm. Viterbi algorithm is a kind of deformation of dynamic programming algorithm, it can be got via recursion algorithm as follows:
(1) Initialization: *, *,..., *. Baum -Welch algorithm can be described as follows: Complex speech recognition problem is simply expressed and solved through hidden markov model. Hidden markov model recognition system is better than any other system, there exists more training data statistical information in hidden markov model recognition system, and solving the difficulties in training and classification, therefore the application of the hidden markov model in speech recognition is a great success.
Model Parameter Estimation
Thus 1 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )( | )
CONCLUSION
The application of Hidden markov model in speech recognition and speech tagging still needs to improve, and the application of the model is not only in these two aspects. HMM as a good math's model, its research is relative thorough, algorithm is mature, efficiency is high, effect is good, and it is easy to train, in the model. If the observation value is taken as Chinese word; the status is regarded as English, which can solve the machine translation problems. HMM is not only widely used in natural language processing, but also has already been used in many other areas, such as signal processing, image processing, machine vision, even genetic engineering and other disciplines.
